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Abstract

Consumer behaviour is a very complex phenomenon and this

complexity has provided the inquisitiveness amongst marketing practitioners

and researchers to investigate in depth about its intricacies. Past research

on different attitudinal models, generally termed as ‘hierarchy of  effects’,

categorises phases that a consumer passes through before eventually making

the purchase decision eventually. The present paper is an attempt to explore

the extant research in the area of  buyer behaviour and the different

hierarchical models to understand the stepwise approach to decision making.

It can be inferred that all the hierarchical models developed by researchers

in the early phase reflected certain similarities. However, the ones developed

during the recent phase do reflect some unique reasons for consideration.

The authors are of  the view that the different hierarchical models that

have been taken up in this paper, based on an extensive study of  literature,

will help to understand the buying process in a better way. Moreover, an

attempt has also been made in this paper to understand the attitude of the

buyer towards online buying as well, which is another recent phenomenon.
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1.0 Introduction

Understanding consumer buying behaviour is a complex process and this

complexity has provided the inquisitiveness amongst different marketing

researchers to explore in depth on this domain since decades. In the quest to

know the consumer and his buying pattern from a close proximity, different

models on buyer behaviour were developed with time. The constant shift in the

tastes and preferences of  the buyer and their buying habits has led scholars to

investigate if  advertising has influenced their attitude formation towards a product
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that led to a frequent change in their buying decisions (Smith & Swinyard, 1983;

Cobb & Hoyer, 1985). The core concept of  this study has been developed after

an extensive review of  related literature on the different models of  advertising

effects that has been researched and developed over the years in order to

understand the way consumers perceive the information while making buying

decisions. The literatures reviewed reveal that research on identifying different

hierarchical models for measuring advertising effectiveness has been conducted

in the past with the introduction of  the first model by E. St. Elmo Lewis during

the 1900’s? popularly known as the AIDA (Attention-Interest-Desire-Action)

(Barry & Howard, 1990).

From the literature that has been reviewed on the issue, it has been observed

that the AIDA model was the base. Small modifications either in the form of

inclusion or exclusion of  steps could be identified in the later models.  In 1961, a

major contribution was made by Lavidge and Steiner when they had developed a

seven step ‘classic psychological model’ (Palda, 1966) from unawareness about

the product to its ultimate purchase which is collectively framed as cognitive,

affective and conative stages that is considered and accepted in the world of

advertising till date. The early models addressed the common premise that

advertising must be able to grab the attention of  the consumer at the first instance.

However, differences had emerged and the evolution necessitates a study. Keeping

this aspect in view, this study has been undertaken based on the following

objectives:

(1) To present a gist of  the various research works in the area Hierarchy of

Effects and Consumer Buying.

(2) To find out the emerging trends in the research on Hierarchy of  Effects

and Consumer Behaviour.

2.0 Hierarchy of  Effects: An Overview of  the Concept

Based on a vast gamut of  literature, it is clear that researchers at different

period have proposed different models, which were considered necessary for

salespersons to increase sales on the one hand, and to measure advertising

effectiveness on the other which are unique in their own merit. Even though the

traditional models did not reveal much significant differences from one another

in terms of  its contribution to the world of  advertising and consumer decision

making, it was the improved model developed by Palda (1966) that acted as a
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refinement to the model on advertising effectiveness already developed by Lavidge

and Steiner (1961). With this, a new perspective of  looking at what is widely

known in advertising as ‘the hierarchy of  effects model’ came into existence. In

context of  the first objective that has been proposed in the study and in reference

to what Barry (1987) had framed in his work, the hierarchal framework can be

sub-divided into the following phases:

(1) The Early Development Phase (1898-1960)

(2) The Modern Development Phase (1961 onwards)

2.1 The Early Development Phase (1898-1960)

Proponents of  the early development phase were mostly concerned with

the way a consumer would behave about sales and advertisement presentations

and thereby take buying decisions. Barry (1987) and Barry and Howard (1990)

had cited that the foremost hierarchical model was a three-stage AID (Attention-

Interest-Desire) framework developed by E. St. Elmo Lewis (1898) where he felt

that in order to make selling successful, sales people had to first attract the attention

of  the buyer, maintain their interest and thereby create a desire in them for the

product. Later, as a modification to his own work, Lewis (1900) had added that

necessary action has to be taken to close the sale as the last step, which came to

be widely accepted as AIDA (Attention-Interest-Desire-Action), and is still very popular.

Printer’s Ink (1910), forwarded a four-step AICA model thereby highlighting

that advertising and selling must attract Attention, develop the Interest, produce

Conviction and induce Action.

However, Sheldon (1911) had further developed Lewis’ work by citing that

Attention has to be ‘favourable’ and Satisfaction must be ‘permanent’ in his AIDAS

(favourable Attention-Interest-Desire-Action-permanent Satisfaction) model. According to

him advertisements, which are able to grab the consumers’ attention are favourable

and this will lead to a permanent satisfaction for the product that has been

purchased in the end. Likewise, keeping the AIDA model as the base, several

such related traditional hierarchical models on selling and advertising effectiveness

emerged. The International Correspondence School (1911) had viewed the

importance of  preparation and generating customer interest in an advertisement,

closing the sale, and most importantly holding the customer for a certain period.

Hall (1915) felt that generating confidence and making the customer convinced

should be the inherent nature of  selling in his five step Attention- Interest-Confidence-

Conviction-Action model. In 1920, the West Coast Life Insurance Company put
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forwarded a five steps ADICA (attracting Attention, creating Desire, removing

Inhibitions, inspiring Confidence, impelling Action) model while Ramsay (1921) in his

effective direct advertising had developed the AIDCA (Attention, Interest, Desire,

Caution, Action) framework. Thereafter, other traditional writers Osborn (1922),

Strong Jr. (1922), Starch (1923), Strong Jr. (1925, 1938), Bedell (1940) and DeVoe

(1956) had contributed in this arena as well.

Table 1 Early Development Phase (HOE models preceding the Lavidge-Steiner

model)

Year Model Author/Developer

1898 Attention, Interest, Desire (AID) E. St. Elmo Lewis

1900 Attention, Interest, Desire, Action (AIDA) E. St. Elmo Lewis

1910 Attention, Interest, Conviction, Printer’s Ink

Action (AICA)

1911 Attention, Interest, Desire, Action, Arthur F. Sheldon

Satisfaction (AIDAS)

1915 Attention, Interest, Confidence, Samuel R. Hall

Conviction, Action (AICCA)

1920 Attracting Attention, Creating Desire, West Coast Life Insurance

Removing Inhibitions, Inspiring Confidence, Company

Impelling to Action (ADICA)

1921 Attention, Interest, Desire, Caution, Robert E. Ramsay

Action (AIDCA)

1922 Attention, Interest, Judgement, Alexander Osborn

Action (AIJA)

1923 Seen, Remembered, Believed, Read, Daniel Starch

Acted Upon (SRBRA)

1938 Attention, Interest, Desire (Want), Edward K. Strong, Jr.

Conviction (Solution), Purchase,

Satisfaction (AID(W)C(S)PS)

1940 Attention, Interest, Desire, Conviction, Clyde Bedell

Action (AIDCA)

1956 Attention, Interest, Desire, Memory, Merill DeVoe

Action (AIDMA)

Source: Barry (1987); Barry & Howard (1990).
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2.2 Modern Development Phase (1961-1975)

The modern phase witnessed a transformation from advertising being more

inclined towards enhancing sales to being effective in delivering the actual message

so that the consumer can judge the message and make decision. The traditional

hierarchical models had depicted advertising as a means to enhance sales. Lavidge-

Steiner (1961) had proposed a more sophisticated view that provided a close

inter-relation between advertising and consumer buying indicating that an

advertisement is effective if  the message can impart a positive response in the

audience for long even after the advertisement may not be in existence. They

have divided the different stages of  their model into three sequential steps viz;

cognitive, affective, conative. According to them, advertising is an investment for

the long term because most advertisements have a long lasting impression in the

minds of  the target customers (Barry, 1987). Therefore, the model of  Lavidge-

Steiner (1961) as shown in Figure 1 highlights the stages that a consumer has to

go through before making the actual purchase decision.

Colley (1961) had developed his Awareness, Comprehension, Conviction, Action

(ACCA) model in his popular work ‘Defining Advertising Goals for Measured

Advertising Results (DAGMAR)’. According to Colley, DAGMAR is a way to

understand the effectiveness of  an advertisement in terms of  its result orientation.

The message would act as an assurance for the consumers to make a decision.

The Advertising Research Foundation in 1961 had developed a model of  consumer

buying by highlighting that communication from the advertising message not

only can develop the product knowledge but also can play a significant role in

transforming the consumer attitudes. In this context, the Advertising Research

Foundation (1961) had highlighted a five step hierarchical model of  Exposure,

Perception, Communication (Knowledge), Communication (Attitude), Action. Henceforth,

Wolfe (1962), Rogers (1962), Aspinwall (1964), Sandage and Fryburger (1967),

Schwartz (1969), Howard and Sheth (1969), McGuire (1969), Robertson (1971),

Longman (1971), Ehrenberg (1974), Holbrook (1975), Anderson and Barry (1979),

Vaughn (1980), Rothschild (1981), Smith and Swinyard (1982), Preston (1982),

Pretson and Thorson (1983), Moriarty (1983), Pretson and Thorson (1984), and

Vaughn (1986) had also contributed significantly. This has been summarised in

Table 2.
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Table 2 Modern Development Phase

Year Author/Developer Model

1961 Robert J. Lavidge and Awareness, Knowledge, Liking, Preference, Conviction,

Gary A. Steiner Purchase

1961 Russell H. Colley Awareness, Comprehension, Conviction, Action (ACCA)

1961 Advertising Research Exposure, Perception, Communication (Knowledge),

Foundation Communication (Attitude), Action (EPC(K)C(A)A)

1962 Harry D. Wolfe, Awareness, Acceptance, Preference, Intention,

James K. Brown and Provocation of  Sale (AAPIS)

G. Clerk Thompson

1962 Everett M. Rogers Awareness, Interest, Evaluation, Trial, Adoption (AIETA)

1964 Leo V. Aspinwall Acceptance, Preference, Insistence (API)

1967 Sandage and Exposure, Preference, Integration, Action (EPIA)

Fryburger

1969 David A. Schwartz Exposure, Attention, Retention, Attitude, Change,

Purchase (EARACP)

1969 John Howard and Attention, Comprehension, Attitude, Intention,

Jagdish Sheth Purchase (ACAIP)

1969 Wiiliam J. McGuire Presentation, Attention, Comprehension, Yielding,

Retention, Behaviour (PACYRB)

1971 Thomas S. Robertson Awareness, Comprehension, Attitude, Legitimation,

Trial, Adoption (ACALTA)

1971 Kenneth A. Longman Exposure, Attention, Perception, Comprehension,

Belief, Motivation, Action (EAPCBMA)

1974 Andrew S.C. Awareness, Trial, Reinforcement (ATR)

Ehrenberg

1975 Morris B. Holbrook Attention, Perception, Memory, Attitude,

Intention (APMAI)

1980 Richard Vaughn Stated that “thinking model” – the traditional hierarchy

model of cognition, affect, conation-not adequate;

added three additional models in different sequencing,

e.g. affect-cognition-conation; conation-cognition-

affect; Conation-affect-cognition.

1981 Michael L. Rothschild For low involvement purchases; advertising acts as

and William C. Gaidis stimuli for awareness and knowledge; leads to trial;

product becomes stimulus, satisfaction may lead to

increased probability of  repeat purchasing behaviour.
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1982 Robert E. Smith and The learning hierarchy may not be appropriate for low

William R.Swinyard order belief  and affect; suggests three models:

traditional of  cognition-affect-commitment; low

involvement of  cognition-trial-affect-commitment; and

brand switching of  cognition-trial-trial-trial.

1982 Ivan L. Preston Presents more comprehensive consumer information

processing model stating lack of  this in previous

models: Distribution, Vehicle Exposure, Ad Exposure,

Ad Awareness, Ad Elements Awareness, Association

Evaluation, Product Perception, Integrated Perception,

Product Evaluation, Prior Evaluation, Integrated

Evaluation, ProductStimulation, Prior Stimulation,

Integrated Stimulation, Action; states traditional

hierarchy valid in spite of  low involvement theory.

1983 Ivan L. Preston Defends traditional hierarchy models and adds to the

Association Model of  1982 with: Search, Search

Perception, Search Evaluation, Search Stimulation,

Trial, Trial Perception, Trial Stimulation, Adoption,

Adoption Perception, Adoption Evaluation and

Adoption Stimulation.

1983 Sandra Ernst Moriarty Reviews and challenges traditional hierarchy models;

presents a Continuum Domain Model with the

domains being perception (no awareness to recall),

education (learning to generalisation and discrimination),

persuasion (reinforce old attitudes to changing old ones)

and behaviour (inquiry to repurchase).

1984 Ivan L. Preston and Adds three Action Steps (Search, Trial, Adoption)

EstherThorson

1986 Richard Vaughn Recognises that there are multiple hierarchies used in

responding to advertising messages.

Source: Barry (1987); Barry & Howard (1990).

Considering the cognitive-affective-conative stages of  Lavidge and Steiner,

the other researchers have highlighted the three hierarchical steps in different

ways. Vaughn (1980, 1986) added three different models with different sequencing

viz; affect-cognition-conation, conation-cognition-affect and conation-affect-
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cognition. This indicated the different steps from unawareness to purchase which

may change with the type and quality of  the advertised message.

Ray et al. (1973) on the other hand, had suggested a three stage model as an

alternate to the traditional hierarchical models viz; learning hierarchy, dissonance-

attribution hierarchy and low involvement hierarchy (Krugman, 1965) that can

measure the responses of  the consumer towards any advertising information.

Considering the learning hierarchical model as ‘the thinking model’, Ray et al.

(1973) had indicated that consumers generally pay close attention and think about

the message communicated in the advertisements to which they develop certain

attitude and thereby behave in terms of  expressing their desire for buying the

advertised product. Thus, it follows the Lavidge-Steiner model of  cognitive-

affective-conative stages. The dissonance-attribution theory is reverse of  the

learning hierarchy model where the consumers at first behave by expressing their

ultimate desire for advertised product, then develop their attitudes towards the

behaviour that they had expressed and then think accordingly and thus follows

the (reverse) Lavidge-Steiner model of  conative-affective-cognitive. Krugman

(1965) in his work of  low involvement hierarchy cites that behaviour precedes

knowledge and learning about the products is followed by the development of

the attitudes towards the advertised product. Thus, it follows the conative-

cognitive-affective hierarchical model.

In this context, an attempt has been made to see how researchers in the

indicative extant literature have addressed the phases in hierarchy of  effects.

The above literatures mainly focuses on the contribution of  modern

researchers in the field of  advertising and the decision making process. From

what Lavidge and Steiner (1961) had highlighted in their work on advertising and

attitude formation from awareness to ultimate purchase to Sathya’s (2016) impact

of  T.V. advertising on children, the review provides a wide framework of  the way

advertising works in different circumstances in shaping the attitude of  the buyer.

3.0 Future Implications and Emerging Trends in Research on HOE

Framework in Indian Market

Although several research has been conducted to understand the attitude

of  buyers and measure advertising effectiveness related to physical products as

evident from the review of  literature (Table 3) yet much work has not been

conducted in the area of  hierarchy of  effects in the modern Indian context.
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However, an emerging trend in research on hierarchy of  effects is to understand

the attitudinal formation or transformation of  buyer related to online buying.

After globalisation, there have been perceivable changes in the creative and

implementation parts of  advertising. Internet penetration among the new age

buyers is high. With time, consumer buying behaviour has changed and today, it

is seen that the traditional buyers have gone digital thereby adapting to the modern

and sophisticated ways of  buying products online. The attitude that the buyer

displays while buying online can be sub-divided into three components viz. attitude

towards the internet, attitude towards the website and attitude towards the brand

(Castaneda et al. 2009). They further highlight that buyer attitude towards the

brand is an important determinant in shaping the attitude towards the website

that advertises the brand.

Armstrong and Kotler (2000) highlights that understanding the buyer

attitude towards E-shopping will not only make online marketers prepare specific

marketing strategies but also envisage prosperous growth of  E-commerce. Park

and Kim (2003) opine that online consumers mostly display ‘relational’ behaviour

that entails more efficacies in their decision making and in turn their buying behaviour.

Since, the tangible component in the virtual world is very low, the affective

component of  the hierarchy is minimal. However, the online buyer is more inclined

in the diversified attributes of  the products like its quality, colour, design etc.

before actually placing the order online. This indicates the presence of  the cognitive

and conative components of  the hierarchy of  effects. Even though there is a

considerable literature related to attitude of  online buyers and their behavioural

patterns, yet the relation between the traditional and modern hierarchical

components in case of  online purchase has to be probed further, as the buyer

behaviour has undertaken a new dimension with the advent of  online shopping.

4.0 Conclusion

From this present study, it can be concluded that advertising is a prime

component that shapes the attitude of  buyers from generating awareness to the

ultimate purchase decision. It has been further observed in this study that different

hierarchical models were developed by different researchers in their respective

period, providing a path to better understand the relationship between advertising

and the buyer attitude. However, the Internet boom brought with it a new

dimension in the way buyers take their buying decisions and there is much reason
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to believe that the age old hierarchical models may not be able to capture the new

age buying behaviour. Hence, there is a scope for future researchers to establish

the relation between old hierarchy models and the new development in the field

of  online marketing.
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